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CONSTRUCTION OF STRONGLY REGULAR GRAPHS
HAVING AN AUTOMORPHISM GROUP OF COMPOSITE
ORDER
DEAN CRNKOVIC´ AND MARIJA MAKSIMOVIC´
Abstract. In this paper we outline a method for constructing strongly
regular graphs from orbit matrices admitting an automorphism group
of composite order. In 2011, C. Lam and M. Behbahani introduced
the concept of orbit matrices of strongly regular graphs and developed
an algorithm for the construction of orbit matrices of strongly regu-
lar graphs with a presumed automorphism group of prime order, and
construction of corresponding strongly regular graphs. The method of
constructing strongly regular graphs developed and employed in this
paper is a generalization of that developed by C. Lam and M. Behba-
hani. Using this method we classify SRGs with parameters (49,18,7,6)
having an automorphism group of order six. Eleven of the SRGs with
parameters (49,18,7,6) constructed in that way are new. We obtain an
additional 385 new SRGs(49,18,7,6) by switching. Comparing the con-
structed graphs with previously known SRGs with these parameters,
we conclude that up to isomorphism there are at least 727 SRGs with
parameters (49,18,7,6). Further, we show that there are no SRGs with
parameters (99,14,1,2) having an automorphism group of order six or
nine, i.e. we rule out automorphism groups isomorphic to Z6, S3, Z9, or
E9.
1. Introduction
One of the main problems in the theory of strongly regular graphs (SRGs)
is constructing and classifying SRGs with given parameters. A frequently
used method of constructing combinatorial structures is a construction of
combinatorial structures with a prescribed automorphism group. Orbit ma-
trices of block designs have been used for such a construction of combi-
natorial designs since 1980s. However, orbit matrices of strongly regular
graphs have not been introduced until 2011. Namely, Majid Behbahani and
Clement Lam introduced the concept of orbit matrices of strongly regular
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graphs in [2]. They developed an algorithm for construction of orbit matri-
ces of strongly regular graphs with an automorphism group of prime order,
and construction of corresponding strongly regular graphs. In this way they
constructed strongly regular graphs with parameters (49,18,7,6) having an
automorphism of order five or seven.
In this paper we present a method of constructing strongly regular graphs
admitting an automorphism group of composite order from orbit matrices.
This method uses the notion of an orbit matrix of a strongly regular graph
introduced by Behbahani and Lam in [2]. Further, we give a classification
of strongly regular graphs with parameters (49,18,7,6) having an automor-
phism group of order six. In that way we have constructed 55 SRGs with
parameters (49,18,7,6), and eleven of them are new. Using Godsil–McKay
switching and cycle-type switching we obtain additional 385 new SRGs with
parameters (49,18,7,6), thereby proving that up to isomorphism there are at
least 727 strongly regular graphs with parameters (49,18,7,6). Additionally,
we use the described method of the construction of SRGs admitting an au-
tomorphism group of composite order for an attempt to construct a strongly
regular graph with parameters (99,14,1,2) having an automorphism group
of order six or nine, which would prove the existence of a strongly regular
graph with these parameters.
The paper is organized as follows: after a brief description of the termi-
nology and some background results, in Section 3 we describe the concept
of orbit matrices, based on the work of Behbahani and Lam [2]. In Section
4 we explain the construction of strongly regular graphs from their orbit
matrices. In Section 5 we apply this method to construct strongly regular
graphs with parameters (49,18,7,6) having an automorphism group isomor-
phic to Z6 or S3, and in Section 6 we construct new SRGs with parameters
(49,18,7,6) by switching. In Section 7 we show that there are no strongly
regular graph with parameters (99,14,1,2) having an automorphism group
isomorphic to Z6, S3, Z9, or E9.
2. Background and terminology
We assume that the reader is familiar with basic notions from the theory
of finite groups. For basic definitions and properties of strongly regular
graphs we refer the reader to [4] or [14].
A graph is regular if all its vertices have the same valency; a simple regular
graph Γ = (V, E) is strongly regular with parameters (v, k, λ, µ) if it has |V| =
v vertices, valency k, and if any two adjacent vertices are together adjacent
to λ vertices, while any two nonadjacent vertices are together adjacent to
µ vertices. A strongly regular graph with parameters (v, k, λ, µ) is usually
denoted by SRG(v, k, λ, µ). An automorphism of a strongly regular graph Γ
is a permutation of vertices of Γ, such that every two vertices are adjacent
if and only if their images are adjacent.
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An orthogonal array with parameters k and n is a k×n2 array with entries
from a set N of size n such that the n2 ordered pairs defined by any two rows
of the matrix are all distinct. We denote the orthogonal array with these
parameters by OA(k, n). An OA(k, n) is equivalent to a set of k−2 mutually
orthogonal Latin squares (see [11]). Given an orthogonal array OA(n, k) we
can define a graph Γ as follows: The vertices of Γ are the n2 columns of the
orthogonal array (viewed as column vectors of length k), and two vertices
are adjacent if they have the same entries in one coordinate position. The
graph Γ is strongly regular with parameters (n2, (n−1)k, n−2+(k−1)(k−
2), k(k − 1)) (see [11]). Since the strongly regular graphs having at most
36 vertices are completely enumerated (see [5]), SRGs with 49 vertices are
the first case of such graphs coming from orthogonal arrays that still have
to be classified. Enumeration of SRGs with parameters (49,18,7,6) having
an automorphism group of order six, i.e. the construction of 396 new SRGs
with these parameters in this paper is a step in that classification.
Let Γ1 = (V, E1) and Γ2 = (V, E2) be strongly regular graphs and G ≤
Aut(Γ1)∩Aut(Γ2). An isomorphism α : Γ1 → Γ2 is called a G-isomorphism
if there exists an automorphism τ : G→ G such that for each x, y ∈ V and
each g ∈ G the following holds:
(τg).(αx) = αy ⇔ g.x = y.
Let d = (d1, d2, . . . , dv) be a vector of length v and S = {x1, x2, . . . , xv} a
set of v elements. Let ρ be a permutation on the set S. We say that ρ is a
d-permissible permutation if for every xi ∈ S it follows that
xj = ρ(xi)⇒ di = dj .
3. Orbit matrices of strongly regular graphs
Orbit matrices of block designs have been frequently used for construction
of block designs, see e.g. [12] and [7]. In 2011 Behbahani and Lam introduced
the concept of orbit matrices of SRGs (see [2]).
Let Γ be a SRG(v, k, λ, µ) and A be its adjacency matrix. Suppose an
automorphism group G of Γ partitions the set of vertices V into b orbits
O1, . . . , Ob, with sizes n1, . . . , nb, respectively. The orbits divide A into
submatrices [Aij ], where Aij is the adjacency matrix of vertices in Oi versus
those in Oj . We define matrices C = [cij ] and R = [rij ], 1 ≤ i, j ≤ t, such
that
cij = column sum of Aij ,
rij = row sum of Aij .
The matrix R is related to C by
(1) rijni = cijnj .
Since the adjacency matrix is symmetric, it follows that
(2) R = CT .
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The matrix R is the row orbit matrix of the graph Γ with respect to G, and
the matrix C is the column orbit matrix of the graph Γ with respect to G.
Let us assume that a group G acts as an automorphism group of a
SRG(v, k, λ, µ). In order to enable a construction of SRGs with a presumed
automorphism group G, each matrix with the properties of an orbit matrix
will be called an orbit matrix for parameters (v, k, λ, µ) and a group G (see
[1]). Let W = A2. Using the same orbit partition of the vertices, W can
also be partitioned in W = [Wij ], where i and j are the indices of the orbits.
Define a b× b matrix S = [sij ] such that sij is the sum of all the entries in
Wij . Behbahani and Lam showed that S = CNR, and the orbit matrices
R = [rij ] and R
T = C = [cij ] satisfy the condition
b∑
s=1
cisrsjns = δij(k − µ)nj + µninj + (λ− µ)cijnj .
Since R = CT , it follows that
(3)
b∑
s=1
ns
nj
ciscjs = δij(k − µ) + µni + (λ− µ)cij
and
b∑
s=1
ns
nj
rsirsj = δij(k − µ) + µni + (λ− µ)rji.
Therefore, we introduce the following definition of orbit matrices of SRGs.
Definition 3.1. A (b×b)-matrix R = [rij ] with entries satisfying conditions:
b∑
j=1
rij =
b∑
i=1
ni
nj
rij = k,(4)
b∑
s=1
ns
nj
rsirsj = δij(k − µ) + µni + (λ− µ)rji(5)
where 0 ≤ rij ≤ nj, 0 ≤ rii ≤ ni − 1, and
∑b
i=1 ni = v, is called a row orbit
matrix for a strongly regular graph with parameters (v, k, λ, µ) and the orbit
lengths distribution (n1, . . . , nb).
Definition 3.2. A (b×b)-matrix C = [cij ] with entries satisfying conditions:
b∑
i=1
cij =
b∑
j=1
nj
ni
cij = k,(6)
b∑
s=1
ns
nj
ciscjs = δij(k − µ) + µni + (λ− µ)cij ,(7)
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where 0 ≤ cij ≤ ni, 0 ≤ cii ≤ ni − 1, and
∑b
i=1 ni = v, is called a column
orbit matrix for a strongly regular graph with parameters (v, k, λ, µ) and the
orbit lengths distribution (n1, . . . , nb).
4. The method of construction
For the construction of SRGs with parameters (v, k, λ, µ) we first check
whether these parameters are feasible. Then we select the group G and
assume that it acts as an automorphism group of an SRG(v, k, λ, µ). The
next step is to find all the orbit lengths distributions (n1, n2, . . . , nb) for an
action of the group G and use them to costruct orbit matrices. Then we
construct strongly regular graphs from the obtained orbit matrices by using
a composition series of the group G to make a refinement of the constructed
orbit matrices, as explained in Subsection 4.4. This approach have been
successfully used for construction of block designs (see e.g. [6, 7, 8]).
We prove the following theorem which we find very useful while deter-
mining the possible orbit lengths distributions for an action of the presumed
automorphism group on a strongly regular graph.
Theorem 4.1. Let Γ be an SRG(v, k, λ, µ) with an automorphism group G
which acts on the set of vertices of Γ with b orbits, with f fixed orbits and
b−f = v−fw orbits of length w. Further, let ni be the number of fixed vertices
incident with i fixed vertices, and let mj be the number of orbits of length w
whose representatives are incident with j fixed vertices. Then the following
equalities hold:
f∑
i=0
ni = f, w
f∑
j=0
mj = v − f(8)
f∑
i=0
ni · i+ w
f∑
j=0
mj · j = f · k(9)
f∑
i=0
ni ·
(
i
2
)
+ w
f∑
j=0
mj ·
(
j
2
)
(10)
=
∑f
i=0 ni · i
2
· λ+ f · (f − 1)−
∑f
i=0 ni · i
2
· µ
Proof. The equalities (8) are obtained by counting fixed and nonfixed ver-
tices. Let V be the set of vertices and F be the set of fixed vertices. The
equality (9) is obtained by counting the elements of the set {(x, y) : x ∈
V, y ∈ F}. The equality (10) is obtained by counting the elements of the set
{({x, y}, z) : x, y ∈ F , z ∈ V, (x, z), (y, z) ∈ E}. 
Not every orbit matrix gives rise to strongly regular graphs while, on
the other hand, a single orbit matrix may produce several nonisomorphic
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strongly regular graphs. For the elimination of orbit matrices that produce
G-isomorphic strongly regular graphs, we use the same method as for the
elimination of orbit matrices of G-isomorphic designs (see for example [7]).
We could use row or column orbit matrices, but since we construct matrices
row by row, it is more convenient for us to use column orbit matrices.
4.1. Orbit lengths distribution. Suppose an automorphism group G of Γ
partitions the set of vertices V into b orbits O1, . . . , Ob, with sizes n1, . . . , nb.
Obviously, ni is a divisor of |G|, i = 1, . . . , b, and
b∑
i=1
ni = v.
When determining the orbit lengths distribution we also use the following
result that can be found in [1].
Theorem 4.2. Let s < r < k be the eigenvalues of a SRG(v, k, λ, µ), then
φ ≤ max(λ, µ)
k − r v,
where φ is the number of fixed points for an automorphism group G, where
|G| > 1 .
4.2. Prototypes for a row of a column orbit matrix. A prototype for
a row of a column orbit matrix C gives the information about the number of
occurrences of each integer as an entry of a particular row of C. Behbahani
and Lam [1, 2] introduced the concept of a prototype for a row of a column
orbit matrix C of a strongly regular graph with a presumed automorphism
group of prime order. We will generalize this concept, and describe a pro-
totype for a row of a column orbit matrix C of a strongly regular graph
under a presumed automorphism group of composite order. Prototypes will
be useful in the first step of the construction of strongly regular graphs,
namely the construction of column orbit matrices.
Suppose an automorphism group G of a strongly regular graph Γ par-
titions the set of vertices V into b orbits O1, . . . , Ob, of sizes n1, . . . , nb.
With li, i = 1, . . . , ρ, we denote all divisors of |G| in ascending order (l1 =
1, . . . , lρ = |G|).
4.2.1. Prototypes for a fixed row. Consider the rth row of a column orbit
matrix C. We say that it is a fixed row of a matrix C if nr = 1, i.e. if it
corresponds to an orbit of length 1. The entries in this row are either 0 or
1. Let dli denote the number of orbits whose length are li, i = 1, . . . , ρ.
Let xe denote the number of occurrences of an element e ∈ {0, 1} at the
positions of the rth row which correspond to the orbits of length 1. It follows
that
(11) x0 + x1 = d1,
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where d1 is the number of orbits of length 1. Since the diagonal elements of
the adjacency matrix of a strongly regular graphs are equal to 0, it follows
that x0 ≥ 1.
Let y
(li)
e denote the number of occurrences of an element e ∈ {0, 1} at
the positions of the rth row which correspond to the orbits of length li
(i = 2, . . . , ρ). We have
(12) y
(li)
0 + y
(li)
1 = dli , i = 2, . . . , ρ.
Because the row sum of an adjacency matrix is equal to k, it follows that
(13) x1 +
ρ∑
i=2
li · y(li)1 = k.
The vector
p1 = (x0, x1; y
(l2)
0 , y
(l2)
1 ; . . . ; y
(lρ)
0 , y
(lρ)
1 )
whose components are nonnegative integer solutions of the equalities (11),
(12), and (13) is called a prototype for a fixed row. The length of a prototype
for a fixed row is 2ρ.
4.2.2. Prototypes for a nonfixed row. Let us consider the rth row of a column
orbit matrix C, where nr 6= 1. Let dli denote the number of orbits whose
length is li, i = 1, . . . , ρ.
If a fixed vertex is adjacent to a vertex from an orbit Oi, 1 ≤ i ≤ b, then
it is adjacent to all vertices from the orbit Oi. Therefore, the entries at the
positions corresponding to fixed columns are either 0 or nr. Let xe denote
the number of occurrences of an element e ∈ {0, nr} at those positions of
the rth row which correspond to the orbits of length 1. We have
(14) x0 + xnr = d1.
The entries at the positions corresponding to the orbits whose lengths are
greater than 1 are 0, 1, . . . , nr − 1 or nr. The entry at the position (r, r) is
0 ≤ cr,r ≤ nr − 1, since the diagonal elements of the adjacency matrix of
strongly regular graphs are 0.
Let y
(li)
e denote the number of occurrences of an element e ∈ {0, . . . , nr}
of rth row at the positions which correspond to the orbits of length li (i =
2, . . . , ρ). From (1) and (2) we conclude that
(15) crini = cirnr,
where cir ∈ {0, . . . , ni}. If cri · ninr 6∈ {0, . . . , ni}, then y
(ni)
cri = 0. It follows
that
(16)
nr∑
e=0
y(li)e = dli , i = 2, . . . , ρ.
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Since the row sum of an adjacency matrix is equal to k, we have that
(17) xnr +
ρ∑
i=2
nr∑
h=1
y
(li)
h · h ·
nli
nr
= k.
From equalities (3) and (15), we have sij =
∑b
k=1 cikcjknk, hence
srr =
b∑
k=1
c2rknk,
It follows that
(18) n2rxnr +
ρ∑
i=2
nr∑
h=1
y
(li)
h · h2 · nli = srr,
where srr = (k − µ)nr + µn2r + (λ− µ)crrnr and crr ∈ {0, . . . , nr − 1}.
The vector
pnr = (x0, xnr ; y
l2
0 , . . . , y
l2
nr ; . . . ; y
lρ
0 , . . . , y
lρ
nr),
whose components are nonnegative integer solutions of equalities (14), (16),
(17), and (18) is called a prototype for a row corresponding to the orbit of
length nr. The length of a prototype for a row which corresponds to the
orbit of length nr is 2+
∑ρ
i=2(nr + 1).
4.3. Types. Suppose an automorphism group G of Γ partitions the set of
vertices V into b orbits O1, . . . , Ob, with sizes n1, . . . , nb, where
∑b
j=1 nj = v.
Let us define the vector κn = (κn1, . . . , κnb) such that κni = κnj if and only
if the representatives of the G-orbits Oi and Oj have conjugate stabilizers.
For every 1 ≤ r ≤ b it follows that
•
b∑
j=1
c2rjnj = (k − µ)nr + µn2r + (λ− µ)crrnr, crr = 0, . . . , nr − 1,
•
b∑
j=1
nj
nr
crj = k,
• 0 ≤ cij ≤ ni, 0 ≤ cii ≤ ni − 1.
The nonnegative integer solution (crj)r is called an orbit structure of
the rth orbit. We say that two orbit structures (c′ri)r and (c
′′
ji)j are of
the same type if there exists a κn-permissible permutation α such that
c′ri = c
′′
j(αi), 1 ≤ i ≤ b.
Remark 4.3. Each type uniquely defines a prototype, while a prototype
does not uniquely determine a type. However, if all the representatives of the
orbits of the same length have conjugate stabilizers, then prototypes uniquely
determine types.
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4.4. Refinement. The idea of a refinement of an orbit matrix is based on
the facts given in Theorems 4.4 and 4.5. A proof of Theorem 4.4 can be
found in [7].
Theorem 4.4. Let Ω be a finite nonempty set, G ≤ S(Ω) and H a normal
subgroup of G. Further, let x and y be elements of the same G-orbit. Then
|xH| = |yH|.
Theorem 4.5. Let Ω be a finite nonempty set, H CG ≤ S(Ω), x ∈ Ω and
xG =
⊔h
i=1 xiH. Then a group G/H acts transitively on the set {xiH | i =
1, 2, . . . , h}.
Proof. H CG yields (xH)g = (xg)H for all x ∈ Ω and g ∈ G. It holds that
(xiH)gH = (xig)H, i.e. a group G/H acts as a permutation group on the
set {xiH | i = 1, 2, . . . , h}. It remains to prove that G/H acts transitively
on {xiH | i = 1, 2, . . . , h}. Let xiH and xjH be two different H-orbits
contained in G-orbit xG. There exists g ∈ G such that xj = xig, so we have
(xiH)gH = (xig)H = xjH. 
Hence, orbit matrices for an action of a group G can be refined to the
corresponding orbit matrices for the action of the group HCG. Every finite
group G has a composition series
{1} = H0 EH1 E · · ·EHn = G,
where composition factors Hi+1/Hi are simple, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1. If HCG ≤
Aut(Γ), then every G-orbit refines to one or more H-orbits of same lengths,
hence an orbit matrix for an action of the group G refines to orbit matrices
for the action of H.
The adjacency matrix of a strongly regular graph is also its orbit matrix
with respect to the trivial group. Hence, for {1} = H0 EH1 the refinement
of orbit matrices for H1 produce the orbit matrices for H0, which are the
adjacency matrices of strongly regular graphs.
4.5. The algorithm of construction. The method of construction of
strongly regular graphs admitting an automorphism group G having a com-
position series {1} = H0EH1E · · ·EHn = G consists of the following n+ 1
steps:
Step 1: Construction of the orbit matrices for the group G;
Step 2: Construction of the corresponding orbit matrices for the sub-
group Hn−1;
...
Step n: Construction of the corresponding orbit matrices for the sub-
group H1;
Step n+1: Construction of the corresponding orbit matrices for the
subgroup H0 = {1}, i.e. adjacency matrices of the strongly regular
graphs.
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In each step of the construction, in order to construct orbit matrices, we
first find all prototypes and then all corresponding row types. Further, in
each step we eliminate mutually G-isomorphic orbit matrices so in the last
step of the construction we eliminate G-isomorphic strongly regular graphs.
This algorithm is especially effective when the groupG is solvable, i.e. when
the group G has a composition series
{1} = H0 EH1 E · · ·EHn = G,
where Hi+1/Hi is isomorphic to a cyclic group of a prime order pi, for
0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
In the sequel we show a construction of SRGs with parameters (49,18,7,6)
having an automorphism group of order six, and an attempt to construct
SRGs with parameters (99,14,1,2) with an automorphism group of order six
or nine. The complexity of the computations depends of the parameters of
the SRG, the presumed automorphism group and its presumed action. The
most demanding case was an attempt to construct a SRGs with parameters
(99,14,1,2) assuming an action of the group S3 acting with orbit distributions
(0,0,15,9) and (0,0,17,8). For each of these two cases it takes approximately
10 months on a quad-core CPU (3.2 GHz) with 8 threads. The construction
was conducted using our own programs written in GAP [9] and Mathematica
[15].
5. Classification of SRGs with parameters (49,18,7,6) having an
automorphism group of order six
According to [1, 2], all known SRGs with parameters (49,18,7,6) are ei-
ther constructed from OA(7, 3), or obtained by Pasechnik’s construction
[13], or constructed by Behbahani and Lam by using the SRG program
which is described in [1]. Further, strongly regular graphs with parameters
(49,18,7,6) that do not come from Latin squares are constructed in [3] by
applying Godsil-McKay switching and cycle-type switching. In this section
we describe the construction of some new strongly regular graphs with pa-
rameters (49,18,7,6), obtained by using the algorithm described in Section
4. We show that there are exactly 34 strongly regular graphs with parame-
ters (49,18,7,6) having a cyclic automorphism group of order six, 24 of them
nonisomorphic to the graphs described in [1, 2]. Further, we show that there
are exactly 36 strongly regular graphs with parameters (49,18,7,6) having a
nonabelian automorphism group of order six, 11 of them nonisomorphic to
the graphs described in [1, 2]. Fifteen of the constructed SRGs have auto-
morphism groups that contain both Z6 and S3. Comparing the constructed
SRGs with the SRGs constructed in [2] and [3], we establish that eleven
of the strongly regular graphs having an automorphism group of order six
constructed in this paper have not been previously known.
Let Γ be a strongly regular graph with parameters (49,18,7,6) and G ∼=
〈α|α6 = 1〉 ∼= Z6 ∼= Z2 × Z3 be the presumed automorphism group of
Γ. By di we denote the number of G-orbits of length i, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 6}, so
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d = (d1, d2, d3, d6) is the corresponding orbit lengths distribution. Using the
program Mathematica [15] we get all the possible orbit lengths distribution
that satisfy Theorem 4.2.
Using our own programs written in GAP [9] we construct all orbit matrices
for given orbit lengths distributions. In Table 1 we present the number of
mutually nonisomorphic orbit matrices for orbit lengths distribution that
give rise to orbit matrices for Z6. We refine the constructed orbit matrices,
and obtain orbit matrices for the action of the subgroup Z3 C Z6. In the
last step we obtain the adjacency matrices of strongly regular graphs with
parameters (49,18,7,6). The number of orbit matrices for Z3 (obtained by
the refinement) and the number of the constructed SRGs with parameters
(49,18,7,6) are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Number of orbit matrices and SRGs(49,18,7,6)
for the automorphism group Z6
distribution #OM-Z6 #OM-Z3 #SRGs distribution #OM-Z6 #OM-Z3 #SRGs
( 0, 2, 3, 6 ) 5 6 4 ( 3, 2, 0, 7 ) 2 3 0
( 0, 2, 5, 5 ) 2 2 0 ( 3, 2, 2, 6 ) 3 5 6
( 0, 2, 7, 4 ) 3 6 0 ( 3, 2, 4, 5 ) 3 6 0
( 1, 0, 0, 8 ) 4 10 2 ( 3, 2, 6, 4 ) 2 4 0
( 1, 0, 2, 7 ) 23 11 5 ( 4, 0, 3, 6 ) 4 9 0
( 1, 0, 4, 6 ) 37 66 16 ( 4, 0, 5, 5 ) 9 16 0
( 1, 0, 6, 5 ) 63 128 0 ( 5, 1, 0, 7 ) 1 1 0
( 1, 3, 0, 7 ) 3 2 1 ( 5, 1, 2, 6 ) 2 2 0
(1, 3, 2, 6 ) 2 1 0 ( 5, 1, 4, 5 ) 2 2 0
( 1, 3, 4, 5 ) 1 1 0 ( 5, 1, 6, 4 ) 1 1 0
( 1, 3, 6, 4 ) 1 1 0 ( 7, 0, 0, 7 ) 1 1 0
( 2, 1, 3, 6 ) 19 35 0 (7, 0, 2, 6 ) 1 1 0
( 2, 1, 5, 5 ) 19 31 0 ( 7, 0, 4, 5 ) 1 1 0
(2, 1, 7, 4 ) 7 7 0
Finally, we check isomorphisms of strongly regular graphs using GAP.
Thereby we prove Theorem 5.1. Orders and structures of the full auto-
morphism groups of these SRGs are also determined by using GAP. This
information is shown in Table 2. In Table 2 we also compare the constructed
graphs with the graphs constructed from OA(7, 3) and the ones described
in [2]. The group denoted by Frob21 is the Frobenius group of order 21,
isomorphic to the semidirect product Z7 : Z3.
Theorem 5.1. Up to isomorphism there exists exactly 34 strongly regular
graphs with parameters (49, 18, 7, 6) having a cyclic automorphism group of
order six.
Let G ∼= 〈α, β|α3 = β2 = 1, αβ = α2〉 ∼= S3 ∼= Z3 : Z2 be an automor-
phism group of a strongly regular graph Γ with parameters (49,18,7,6). As
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Table 2. SRGs with parameters (49,18,7,6) having Z6 as
an automorphism group
i |Aut(Γi)| Aut(Γi) From OA(7, 3) From Behbahani-Lam [2]
1 6 Z6 Yes No
2 6 Z6 No No
3 6 Z6 No No
4 6 Z6 No No
5 6 Z6 No No
6 6 Z6 No No
7 6 Z6 No No
8 6 Z6 No No
9 6 Z6 No No
10 6 Z6 No No
11 6 Z6 No No
12 6 Z6 No No
13 6 Z6 No No
14 6 Z6 No No
15 6 Z6 No No
16 6 Z6 No No
17 12 D12 Yes No
18 12 D12 No No
19 12 Z6 × Z2 No No
20 12 Z6 × Z2 Yes No
21 18 Z3 × S3 No No
22 24 D24 Yes No
23 24 D24 No No
24 30 Z3 ×D10 No Yes
25 48 D8 × S3 No No
26 72 A4 × S3 Yes No
27 72 A4 × S3 No No
28 72 A4 × S3 No No
29 72 A4 × S3 No No
30 126 S3 × Frob21 No Yes
31 144 S3 × S4 Yes No
32 144 S3 × S4 No No
33 1008 S3 × PSL(3, 2) Yes Yes
34 1764 (Frob21×Frob21) : E4 Yes Yes
in the case of the cyclic group Z6, we take into consideration all possibili-
ties for orbit lengths distributions for the action of S3 on a SRG(49,18,7,6)
and construct corresponding orbit matrices. Then we refine the constructed
orbit matrices for S3 to obtain orbit matrices for the subgroup Z3. In the
final step of the construction we obtain adjacency matrices of the strongly
regular graphs with parameters (49,18,7,6) admitting a nonabelian auto-
morphism group of order six. We compare the constructed graphs with the
graphs constructed from OA(7, 3) and the graphs described in [2], and those
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with an automorphism group isomorphic to Z6. The results are presented
in Theorems 5.2 and 5.3, and Tables 3, 4, and 5.
Theorem 5.2. Up to isomorphism there exists exactly 36 strongly regular
graphs with parameters (49, 18, 7, 6) having an automorphism group isomor-
phic to the symmetric group S3.
Theorem 5.3. Up to isomorphism there exists exactly 55 strongly regular
graphs with parameters (49, 18, 7, 6) having an automorphism group of order
six.
In Table 3 we give distribution that give rise to orbit matrices for S3,
and the number of the constructed orbit matrices. Further, the number of
orbit matrices for Z3 (obtained by the refinement) and the number of the
constructed SRGs with parameters (49,18,7,6) are also presented in Table
3.
Table 3. Number of orbit matrices and SRGs(49,18,7,6)
for the automorphism group S3
distribution #OM-S3 #OM-Z3 #SRGs distribution #OM-S3 #OM-Z3 #SRGs
(0,2,3,6) 5 6 0 (3,2,4,5) 3 6 5
(0,2,5,5) 2 2 0 (3,2,6,4) 2 4 0
(0,2,7,4) 3 6 4 (4,0,3,6) 4 9 4
(1,0,0,8) 4 10 1 (4,0,5,5) 9 16 0
(1,0,2,7) 23 11 0 (4,0,7,4) 11 11 0
(1,0,4,6) 37 66 0 (4,0,9,3) 11 7 1
(1,0,6,5) 63 128 20 (4,0,11,2) 22 22 0
(1,0,8,4) 127 117 2 (4,0,13,1) 74 73 0
(1,0,10,3) 133 39 0 (5,1,0,7) 1 1 0
(1,0,12,2) 191 170 0 (5,1,2,6) 2 2 3
(1,3,0,7) 3 2 0 (5,1,4,5) 2 2 0
(1,3,2,6) 2 1 0 (5,1,6,4) 1 1 0
(1,3,4,5) 1 1 0 (7,0,0,7) 1 1 4
(1,3,6,4) 1 1 3 (7,0,2,6) 1 1 0
(2,1,3,6) 19 35 0 (7,0,4,5) 1 1 0
(2,1,5,5) 19 31 11 (7,0,6,4) 2 2 0
(2,1,7,4) 7 7 0 (7,0,8,3) 3 3 0
(3,2,0,7) 2 3 0 (7,0,10,2) 2 2 0
(3,2,2,6) 3 5 0 (7,0,12,1) 3 3 0
Comparing the SRGs from Theorems 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 (and the corre-
sponding Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) with the SRGs constructed in [2] and
[3], we found out that eleven of the strongly regular graphs having an auto-
morphism group of order six constructed in this paper are new; eight of the
SRGs having Z6 as the full automorhism group and the SRGs having the
full automorphism group isomorphic to D12, Z6 × Z2, or Z3 × S3.
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Table 4. SRGs with parameters (49,18,7,6) having S3 as
an automorphism group
i |Aut(Γi)| Aut(Γi) From OA(7, 3) From Behbahani-Lam [2] From Z6
1 6 S3 Yes No No
2 6 S3 Yes No No
3 6 S3 Yes No No
4 6 S3 No No No
5 6 S3 No No No
6 6 S3 Yes No No
7 6 S3 Yes No No
8 6 S3 Yes No No
9 6 S3 Yes No No
10 6 S3 Yes No No
11 6 S3 Yes No No
12 6 S3 Yes No No
13 6 S3 Yes No No
14 6 S3 Yes No No
15 6 S3 No No No
16 6 S3 Yes No No
17 6 S3 Yes No No
18 6 S3 Yes No No
19 12 D12 Yes No [17]
20 12 D12 No No [18]
21 18 Z3 x S3 No No [21]
22 18 E9 : Z2 Yes No No
23 24 D24 No No [23]
24 24 D24 Yes No [22]
25 24 S4 Yes No No
26 24 S4 Yes No No
27 48 D8 × S3 No No [25]
28 72 A4 × S3 No No [27]
29 72 A4 × S3 No No [28]
30 72 A4 × S3 Yes No [26]
31 72 A4 × S3 No No [29]
32 126 S3 × Frob21 No Yes [30]
33 144 S3 × S4 Yes No [31]
34 144 S3 × S4 No No [32]
35 1008 S3 × PSL(3, 2) Yes Yes [33]
36 1764 (Frob21 × Frob21) : E4 Yes Yes [34]
In the next section we construct further SRGs with parameters (49,18,7,6)
by switching. In that way we obtain additional 385 new strongly regular
graphs with parameters (49,18,7,6).
6. SRGs(49,18,7,6) obtained by switching
Behbahani, Lam, and O¨sterg˚ard constructed new SRGs with parameters
(49,18,7,6) by Godsil-McKay switching and cycle-type switching (see [3]).
In this section we apply switching to the new SRGs(49,18,7,6) described in
Section 5.
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Table 5. SRGs with parameters (49,18,7,6) having an au-
tomorphism group of order six
|Aut(Γi)| #SRGs |Aut(Γi)| #SRGs
6 34 72 4
12 4 126 1
18 2 144 2
24 4 1008 1
30 1 1764 1
48 1
Let Γ = (V, E) be a graph and let V1 be a nonempty proper subset of V.
Further, let V2 := V \V1. We construct a graph Γ′ = (V, E ′) in the following
way:
(1) if v1, v
′
1 ∈ V1, then {v1, v′1} ∈ E ′ if and only if {v1, v′1} ∈ E ,
(2) if v2, v
′
2 ∈ V2, then {v2, v′2} ∈ E ′ if and only if {v1, v′1} ∈ E ,
(3) if v1 ∈ V1, v2 ∈ V2, then {v1, v2} ∈ E ′ if and only if {v1, v2} /∈ E .
The graphs Γ and Γ′ are said to be switching-equivalent, and V1 is called
the switching-set. Let A be the adjacency matrix of a strongly regular graph
Γ with parameters (v, k, λ, µ). If A has eigenvalues k, r, and s, satisfying
v + 4rs+ 2r + 2s = 0,
and Γ′ is regular, then Γ′ is again a SRG (possibly with different parameters
than Γ). In [3] the authors use Godsil–McKay switching and cycle-type
switching to construct SRGs with parameters (49,18,7,6).
Definition 6.1. Let Γ = (V, E) be a graph and let pi = (C1, C2, . . . , Ct, D)
be an ordered partition of V. Suppose that for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ t and v ∈ D it
holds that
(1) any two vertices in Ci have the same number of neighbors in Cj,
(2) v has either 0, |Ci|/2, or |Ci| neighbors in Ci.
Then Godsil–McKay switching transforms Γ as follows: For each v ∈ D and
1 ≤ i ≤ t such that v has |Ci|/2 neighbors in Ci, add and delete edges such
that the neighborhood of v in Ci is complemented.
Godsil–McKay switching transforms a strongly regular graph to a strongly
regular graph (see [10]). Behbahani, Lam, and O¨sterg˚ard [3] used the special
case of k = 1 and |C1| = 4, because they found out that this case was most
useful. From that reason we also use the case when k = 1 and |C1| = 4
to obtain new SRGs(49,18,7,6). Beside Godsil–McKay switching we use
cycle-type switching.
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Definition 6.2. Let Γ = (V, E) be a graph and let pi = (C1, C2, D) be an
ordered partition of V with |C1| = |C2| = S. Suppose that any v ∈ D fulfills
(at least) one of the following conditions:
(1) v has equally many neighbors in C1 and C2,
(2) v has S neighbors in C1 ∪ C2.
Then cycle-type switching transforms Γ as follows: For each v ∈ D that is
adjacent to all vertices in C1 and to none in C2, or vice versa, add and
delete edges such that the neighborhood of v in C1 ∪ C2 is complemented.
As in [3], we used cycle-type switching with |C1| = |C2| = 3 to obtain new
SRGs with parameters (49,18,7,6). It is possible that the new graph obtained
from a strongly regular graph by cycle-type switching is not strongly regu-
lar, so this has to be checked whenever switching. Applying Godsil–McKay
switching and cycle-type switching to the SRGs having an automorphism
group of order six we obtain 385 new SRGs with parameters (49,18,7,6).
Thereby we proved Theorem 6.3. Information on orders of the full automor-
phism groups of the known SRGs with parameters (49,18,7,6) are given in
Table 6.
Table 6. All known SRGs with parameters (49,18,7,6)
|Aut(Γi)| #SRGs |Aut(Γi)| #SRGs |Aut(Γi)| #SRGs
1 552 12 6 63 1
2 76 15 3 72 4
3 36 16 4 126 1
4 17 18 2 144 2
6 34 21 1 1008 1
8 8 24 4 1764 1
9 1 30 1
10 1 48 1
Theorem 6.3. Up to isomorphism there exists at least 727 strongly regular
graphs with parameters (49, 18, 7, 6).
The adjacency matrices of the constructed SRGs can be found at the link:
http://www.math.uniri.hr/~mmaksimovic/srg49.txt.
7. An automorphism group of order six or nine acting on a
SRG(99,14,1,2)
It is not known whether SRGs with parameters (99,14,1,2) exists (see
[5]). By applying the algorithm described in Section 4 we try to construct
an SRG(99,14,1,2) assuming an action of a group of order six or nine. We
used the following result from [1].
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Theorem 7.1 (Behbahani–Lam). If there exists an SRG(99, 14, 1, 2), then
the only possible prime divisors of the size of its automorphism group are 2
and 3. Moreover, if that graph has an automorphism φ of order three, then
φ has no fixed points.
7.1. Z6 acting on a SRG(99,14,1,2). Let Γ be a strongly regular graph
with parameters (99,14,1,2). Further, let us assume that the group G ∼=
〈α|α6 = 1〉 ∼= Z6 ∼= Z2 × Z3 acts as an automorphism group of Γ.
Let us denote by di the number of G-orbits of length i, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 6},
so d = (d1, d2, d3, d6) is the orbit lengths distribution. Using the program
Mathematica we get all possible orbit lengths distributions that satisfy The-
orem 4.2. Using a program written in GAP we construct all orbit matrices
with the obtained orbit lengths distribution. In Table 7 we give the number
of constructed orbit matrices for each orbit lengths distribution.
Table 7. Number of nonisomorphic orbit matrices of SRGs
with parameters (99,14,1,2) for an automorphism group Z6.
distribution # OM
( 0, 0, 1, 16 ) 2
( 0, 0, 3, 15 ) 4
( 0, 0, 5, 14 ) 7
Then we try to refine the obtained orbit matrices in order to construct
orbit matrices for the action of a subgroup Z3CZ6. Such orbit matrices for
Z3 do not exist, so there is no SRG(99,14,1,2) having an automorphism of
order six.
7.2. S3 acting on a SRG(99,14,1,2). Let Γ be a strongly regular graph
with parameters (99,14,1,2). Further, let us assume that the group G ∼=
〈a, b | b3 = 1, a2 = 1, aba = b−1〉 ∼= S3 ∼= Z2 : Z3 act as an automorphism
group of Γ. By di we denote the number of G-orbits of length i, i ∈
{1, 2, 3, 6}, and by d = (d1, d2, d3, d6) we denote the corresponding orbit
lengths distribution. Table 8 shows the number of constructed orbit matri-
ces for each orbit lengths distribution.
The orbit matrices for S3 cannot be refined to orbit matrices for the
subgroup Z3 C S3, so there is no SRG(99, 14, 1, 2) having an automorphism
group isomorphic to S3.
We summarize the results obtained in Sections 7.1 and 7.2 in the following
theorem.
Theorem 7.2. There is no SRG(99, 14, 1, 2) having an automorphism group
of order six.
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Table 8. Number of nonisomorphic orbit matrices of SRGs
with parameters (99,14,1,2) for an automorphism group S3.
distribution # OM distribution # OM
( 0, 0, 1, 16 ) 2 ( 0, 0, 11, 11 ) 0
( 0, 0, 3, 15 ) 4 ( 0, 0, 13, 10 ) 0
( 0, 0, 5, 14 ) 7 ( 0, 0, 15, 9 ) 0
( 0, 0, 7, 13 ) 0 ( 0, 0, 17, 8 ) 0
( 0, 0, 9, 12 ) 0
7.3. E9 acting on a SRG(99,14,1,2). Let Γ be a strongly regular graph
with parameters (99,14,1,2). Further, let us assume that the group G ∼=
〈a, b | a3 = b3 = 1, ab = a〉 ∼= E9 ∼= Z3 × Z3 acts as an automorphism group
of Γ. By di we denote the number of G-orbits of length i, i ∈ {1, 3, 9}, and
by d = (d1, d3, d9) we denote the corresponding orbit lengths distribution.
By Theorem 7.1 we get that the only possible orbit lengths distribution
for E9 acting on a SRG(99,14,1,2) is (0,0,11). Up to isomorphism there is
only one orbit matrix for that orbit lengths distribution, namely the orbit
matrix
O =

4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4

.
Table 9. Number of nonisomorphic orbit matrices of SRGs
with parameters (99,14,1,2) for an automorphism group of
order nine.
distribution # OM
( 0, 0, 11) 1
In order to construct SRGs(99,14,1,2) having E9 as an automorphism
group, we need to refine the orbit matrix O to obtain orbit matrices for the
action of a subgroup Z3 C E9. Such orbit matrices for Z3 do not exist, so
there is no SRG(99,14,1,2) with an automorphism group isomorphic to E9.
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7.4. Z9 acting on a SRG(99,14,1,2). Let Γ be a strongly regular graph
with parameters (99, 14, 1, 2), and let us assume that the groupG ∼= 〈α | α9 =
1〉 ∼= Z9 acts as an automorphism group of Γ.
Let us denote by di the number of G-orbits of length i, i ∈ {1, 3, 9}, and
by d = (d1, d3, d9) the corresponding orbit lengths distribution. Theorem
7.1 yields that the only possible orbit lengths distribution for Z9 acting
on a SRG(99,14,1,2) is (0,0,11), hence O is the only orbit matrix for Z9
acting on a SRG(99,14,1,2). There is no SRG(99,14,1,2) for Z9 acting with
orbit matrix O, so there is no SRG(99,14,1,2) with an automorphism group
isomorphic to Z9.
Since the groups Z9 and E9 cannot act as automorphism groups of strongly
regular graphs with parameters (99,14,1,2), it follows that nine cannot be a
divisor of the order of an automorphism group of a SRG(99,14,1,2). The re-
sults from Theorem 7.1 and the results obtained in Section 7 are summarized
in the following theorem.
Theorem 7.3. If there exists a SRG(99, 14, 1, 2), then the order of its full
automorphism group is 2a3b, and b ∈ {0, 1}. If a SRG(99, 14, 1, 2) has an
automorphism φ of order three, then φ has no fixed points. Further, there is
no SRG(99, 14, 1, 2) having an automorphism group of order six.
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